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The r
The 1999 Airwave Challenge eventually took place on the weekend of September
25/26th after several postponements due to poor weather. It was the culmination of a
frustrating year for the Challengq not least of which was the demise of the creators a¡d
sponsors, Airwave themselves. Confi¡sion in the early rounds and a late date change of
the semi's added to the problem, especially from Kernows point of view as the revised
date appeared to accommodate league pilots whilst clashing with the Kernow trip to
France, leaving barely enough pilots to make one team let alone the two that had made it
tirough the quarter' finals.

Still with allthat behind, it was an enthusiastic Pete Coad that rallied the troops on the
Friday night with threats of pain to those who questioned the wiseness of travelling to
ÌVales on such a dismal forecast. 09.30 saw the teams arrive at the Joint Services Centre
(JSC) where the day's briefing was to take place. Kernow were full of enthusiasm having
driven the last hour through the rain to be met by the Blorenge shrouded in cloud. Due to
the conditions, it was decided to stay in the comfort of the JSC and discuss various
matters regarding the future of the "Challenge" until l2.00,then if the weather had
cleared, to go flying and if not then trash the day.

All sorts ofthings got aired and even some decisions were made, although it was
apparent that the Paragliding teams'appeared to view things in a different light to the
Hangers. Or maybe it was just different to Kernow, as the only other HG team there rvas

the Joint Services (JS) who kept very quiet, other than grunting in agreement with
Chairman Fenwick, can't blame them. .The chat went on until about 12.30 when, to mrrch
surprise, it was noticed that it \¡/as a little brighter and a rebrief was called on the top of
Merthyr, offwe went. For those of you who have not yet experienced it's delights, tlre
road to Merthyr is not of the highest quality and I can assure you that Steve Hawken's
low flying Rover whilst having got us from Cornwall to Wales, very quickly stnrggled at

the final hurdle although it was not beaten, only slightly bent.

Due to the delay in negotiating the pot holes, Steve Hawken, Steve Penaluna, Graham
Phipps and Hanna (recovery) missed the briefing and thought Coady was joking when he
relayed it's contents. Open X.C, l0 pts per K, one pilot to fly over 5K to activate, and
minus lOOpts should you land in the valley in front of T/Off ! tile had the strange
impression, that taking into account there was practically nil wind, this was designed to
actively discourage pilots from taking offand so trashing the day. Why anyone would
want to do that was beyond us. Of course to suggest the fact that the JS only had four
pilots and none of their league boys had anything to do with it would be ridiculous.

\4¡hilst fhe scheming JS skulked offto the southwest T/O Kernow split their forces with
Pete, Graham May and Patrick Buxton staying at the main T/O and the two Steve's aruil

the Pips' electing to carry to the highest point between the two to cover both options. It
was then we played our trump card, we rigged. A study of the sky revealed that things
were looking better upwind and base was nearly 1500' above the hills downwind, the
consensus was that there would be a slot and we wanted to be ready for it. Speed rigging
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v/as the order of the day for Kernow and as it was we only made it with about 5 minutes
to spare. On the other hand, the JS were in another frame of mind. Maybe they thought
we would go down and so win on our minus points without even flying, or maybe they
just had not received their orders to rig ! Whatever they kept on popping up like meer
cats from behind the rocks to study us before returning to a huddle no doubt ridiculing
our enthusiasm. Even when we rilere clipped in and read¡ they had no rush coming over
to examine the Pip's new Moyes nicknamed Maggie "the thermal thief " due to it's black
and white colour scheme. No sooner had they left than a couple of Ponces took offand
made half hearted attempts at soaring before slope landing. A couple of minutes later and
there were half a dozen of them soaring on the light breeze, sunshine was moving in from
the west and Kernow were getting itchy. Two more minutes and the floppies started to
climbed in the thermal lift as the sun flooded into the valley to the South of T/O right in
front of the partially rigged JS. The Pips'was the first to go, breaking left towards
circling ponces, the rest of Kernow were not far behind. As we climbed out in the
smooth and steady lift, the sight of four little figures on the ground, getting littler all the
time, scurrying around in a panic to rig was something to beholci.

They were soon left behind as the gliders made cloud base with a smattering of ponces
and there \ilere a few nervous moments as both Hangers and Danglers fought to avoid
getting sucked in. The name of the game was then to hang on to cloudbase and follow
the street which was heading for the Blorenge. Pilots did this with varying success, Pete
and the Pips'managed it to the end of the street just short of the Blorenge from where
they glided out with Pips'finding no lift and gliding till he met the ground (32k) whilst
Pete some 25 minutes later found a thermal just past the Blorenge and extended his flight
to Monmouth (42k). Daisy and Steve Pen' nearly made it out into the flat lands (17 &
l4k) whilst Patrick and Steve H' faired less well landing in the dreaded valleys.

What I hear you ask of the JS, well the "good" news was that they did not actually go
down, in fact some of them actually took offbut unfortunately had to top land when it
started to tip down with rain, so none got away. Strange it didn't rain over the back, sun
shines on the righteous!

The evening barbecue was somewhat quiet by Airwave Challenge standards partly due to
lack of numbers and partly due to Kernow being far to polite and not picking on anyone.
The catering was good and there was plenty of food for everyone and by the end of the
evening, with several beers on board it was a happy Kernow contingent that said good
night to their playmates and headed back to the campsite in the knowledge that they had
at least a thousand point lead.

Day two dawned with a little wind and a low base, breakfast in the "Cliff' cafe and over
to the briefing. Merthyr again so offwe head. Taking the long route up pays off, and no
further damage is caused to the car, with the added bonus that we don't have to walk as
well. It's cold and wet at the top with a low base, but this time the JS a¡e desperate to fly
and a task is called quickly, same as yesterday. They have swollen their ranks with the
addition ofMike Scholes who missed the frrst day due to a shopping trip to the local sex

shop you should have seen what he bought! Cloudbase is rising and if we are lucky it



will get as high as the previous day (1500' ato) however, lurking above the gray cumulus
cP be seen larger clouds, some very large, and words of caution are muted. Ùpwind can
also be seen a sunnier weather, again similar to Saturday, but behind this is theieading
edge of high cloud that threatens to shut down the day. It's another day with a slot all be
it a bit bigger slor.

The JS boys are offquick as it's soarable, whilst we play it cool, they beat up and down
occasionallymaking maybe 500'at best before sinking down again. Then aJthe sunlight
pushes into the valley Pete leads the Kernow pilots offthe hill. There are no floppies lo
contend with as they have gone to a different site, so we have the hill to ourselvès save a
f-ew free flyers enjoying the improving conditions. The whole team is in the air except
the Pips'when the valley starts to lift. As the gliders stop beating up and down and siart
to circle, he takes offand team Kernow is on it's way to cloudbase ãgain. A similar
strategy as before ensued although it was more a case of sticking with what you got as
there was a drift and the cloud streets not so defined. In the confusion behind, Merthyr
pilots get separated and form into little groups. Petc ends up more o¡ less on his own and
keeps to the south, Patrick, Steve H, Pips'and Daisy are kind of together as they approach
the Blorenge along with a JS pilot, Rob Quick, whilst Steve P is not having such a goocl
time.

Pips'makes a break for a cloud that doesn't work and is soon in trouble as he flops offthe
spine just south of the Blorenge heading for the sunshine, the other tkee watch from
above with Rob Q a little higher watching them all. The Pips' is in trouble ancl scratching
around over some ploughed fields just downwind of a village. Daisy's in bigger troutrle
and goes into land by the Usk road, bettering his previous score. In the nicÈõf time
something lifts offand the gaggle beginsto climb, with the higher pilots homing in on ttre
circling "Maggie". As they climb out news comes over the radio that Pete has iandecl at
Pontypool for a reasonable score (38k ish) Steve P has not been so luclcy and landed at
the site where the ponces had gone, and then to make matters \ryorse, wai joined by John
Aldridge and Dave Fenwick both flying for the JS , steve was very diplomatic.

Rob had got the jump on the gaggleand shot offdownwind to the next cloud before the
rest made cloudbase with the Pips'bringing up the rear. However downwind, things were
not looking so good as a large rain shower was going on stretching for several milès in
either direction. The consensus was that it would not be a good idia to get too close to it,
as cloudbase was noticeably lower and it looked active enough to be sucking in clouds
near it. Meanrvhile our JS pilot jumped another cloucl downwind, we cruised arouncl
cloudbase and watched, sure enough you got the feeling he was somewhere he did not
want to be. It became a patience game, with Steve H cracking first, the strain of burnbling
around in the misty bits getting too much for him and offhe went downwind to land at
Ross on Wye for his best UK distance (55k ish). Patrick was next, timing his move to
coincide with the rain stopping and making it to Gloucester for another pãrsonal IIK lrest
(77k). ThePips'heldonuntil at l5.30itwastimetomove, aslandbytimewas 16.00.
Playing with the edge of a large cloud, he arrived over Gloucester to be faced with an
Airfield, base was too low to go over it , Gloncester too big to go south of it and the clor¡d
too big to go north of it. with 5 minutes to spare, he landed in a playing field to be



surrounded by chocolate fìngered urchins all willing to "help" him with his pristine glider
(76k). Not sure where the JS pilot got (Rob) but believe it was pretty much the same
area, probably got rained on again.

The final scores, well we never really got to know for some strange reason although all
the paragliding scores got read out Dave Fenwick declined to read out the Hang gliding
ones at the prize giving. However the team did receive JS sweatshirts and Pip's got an
invite to next years league so I guess we won, the word is by more than 2,000 points.

Thus ended what may well be the final Airwave final, with a convincing win for Kernow.
So there were not many teams there, but whose fault was that and the way we were flying
it really would not have mattered. Well done boys and thanks to Dave Malkinson,
Maureen, Hannah and Phil Whitelaw for their support and help. Thanks should also go
to Dave Fenwick for stepping in with the demise of Airwave, to ensure this years
competition went ahead. Finally thanks to AIRWAVE for giving both Hang Gliding and
Paragliding a team competition which will hopefully continue for many years and give
many more pilots the chance to fly competitively in a friendly environment with the
support of their team mates.

See you nut year

A Timely Warning

o fit in an evening flight can be something
ownfall and it can happen to the "best" of
ctor (CFI?) turned up at St Agnes (no
with his wife and some customers, to

&mo'and test fly some wings. In his rush to fly. he unfortunately forgot to carry out
a preflight check, resulting in him taking offwith something trapped behind his
harness straps, and giving a very head down attitude, which could have been
disastrous especially as the peaked cap he was wearing could offer little protection on
impact. Managing to abort the flight before going over the edge, he freeá the
offending items, but failed againto realize that he had inadvertantly forgotten his
helmet until the presence of a local photographer appeared to jog his memory. Still
without a full preflight, our man took offto enjoy a pleasant flight.

The moral of the story must be, whatever the rush, take time to carry out your checks
or it may cost you your life.
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lUrngs and ThingsEI{PÂ,
REOISTEREIIscltooL

It's all been going on here in Cornwall with no less than four new Hang gliders
arriving over the past few weeks ranging from a Skyfloater by Wills Wing
through the renowned Java by Avian to Toplesses from Moyes.

There's something for everyone so if you are interested just ask the lucky own-
ers what they think of their wings and draw your own conclusions.

As a result of such dealing we have a few second-hand wings to shift which in-
clude a very clean Rumour I (14.5) with only two previous owners and a K2 ic
for the smaller pilot with only one previous owner both going for a snip at f.4gs
a piece.

For some reason buying a new Hang glider is not seen to be the done thing
whilst buying a new Paraglider is perfectably acceptable. This wasn't the cãse
ten years ago so what's changed? Relatively speaking prices have stayed much
the same whilst quality, technology and performance have all improved. There's
nothing quite like owning and flying a new wing, you know it's history, you
take pride in looking after it and best of all they fly better. tf you haven't flown
a modern glidertry one and you may just be surprised at how much they have
come on both in performance and handling. You never know it mayjustput
that spark back into your flying that has been missing for the past iew years
while you've been flying around on the same wing which after several hundred
hours must have become a little baggy!

It's not just the top end of the performance range that has moved on there are a
nurnber of "sports" g!iders out there now ideally suited to the enthusiastic club
pilot easy to fly, light to carry and with performance to compete you can have
the best of both worlds. The low airtime market is now well catered for with
Skyfloaters and intermediates providing the ideal first wings. Even the ubiqui-
tous Calypso has met it's match with a new breed giving higher top end per-
formance whilst retaining easy take off's and landings along with forgiving han-
dling. An investment at this stage of the game can get you flying faster and
safer with a good resale value assured.

Take ø fresh look at flying, tøke a "new" look at gliders

lrom a I leading suppliers in'c AIRWAVE, AVIAN SOLARWINGS,
APCO, SUP AlR, SKY SYSTEMS, FIREBIRD, SYS'X etc,etc..QUI TO,

lf You Want lt '-- We Can Get lt !
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T'RIENDS

llthenfirstwe met he rode a bike,

I thoughtwell he's all right.
I did not lenow what was in store,

Once he'dfound the power offlight.

Me and the babe I canied,
Would lry andwatch all day.
While him and his big brother,
lírould jump around and play.

Ihen one day at Godreuy,
Ihe epic flight took place.
He wastlying high above me,

With a smile upon hisface.

Next we went to Perranporth,
Instruction book in hand.
Me shouting directionsfrom the car,
On how tofly and land.

The hobby became obsession,
Waitingfor time to pass.

Bywatching the birds thermal,
And chucHng bits of grass.

Iheflying times got longer,
IY'ith more time in the air.
Pilots stories,

Of how to turn andtlare.

Then itwas offto competition,
l4rith wifey' close behind.
To pick up all the pieces,

Ihat were always hard tofnd.

I'd be diiving roundfor hours,
Tltinking I was near.
He would sít there waiting,
llith a bellyfull of beer.

Then I'd sit and listen,
As he'd re live every turn.
IhinHngwhat am I doing here,

lYon't I ever learn.

But I can't help looking back,

At all the friends we've made.
And because of this I say,

It was a price I gladly paid.

Thanks to all ourfriends.
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çAT THE WATERFRONT INN,
PORTREATH AT 7. 30 P.m.

Names to Dave ASAP Pleøse
in order to get the catering

right!
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Names toDianeASAP. .

Deadline - November meetin$


